MEETING SHERRY AND GREETING PERRY FAIRY
Hi everybody, young and old. I would like you to meet Sherry Bell, the sharing
fairy whose laughter dances like floating butterflies on twilight’s gold. In my nice story
being told, as Sherry carries a sparkling scarf of flowers, covered in pearls from a star's
heart, I would also like you to greet neat Perry Dell, a smart fellow fairy wearing
sparkling sun shower clothes, borrowed from the yellow glow of a towering rainbow.
Yes, let’s get to know Perry as well, while we wait to hear his spell binding tale to
tell, about these friendly cousins, sharing their Silver Bells all in a row, and the bold boy
running in Perry-winkle dells close by his rolling meadow home. Let’s also get to know
both fairies who smell like roses, as they play on the moon hugged hills of Hello, while
they show us their cute raindrop shaped noses, and sunlit kissed toes.
In that sweet meeting, with neat greeting hand in hand, each of the little fairies
has a brand new story to tell that will joyfully take you right into their grand light bright
magical Glad Land! Yes indeed, in that plan, dear sweet reader friends, Perry Dell and
Sherry Bell have an old happy new tale to share. And if you listen very closely looking
around, you might even see them landing right next to you on the ground!
Thus, as you meet sweet Sherry and greet neat Perry you will quickly discover,
they have come a long way dancing into your fine home on icy nightfall moon rays, right
after merry Christmas Day has gone away. Yes Sherry Bell, and Perry Dell have
ventured far then near, because your sweet heart is a part of their extended dream
team! Happily you are now a fond new member of the tender fairytale adventure!
Hence, taking a nice kind wild ride, crossing the fairy tales divide wanting to help
you do the right things throughout your life, these lively kind cousins will come to you….
right after cold December’s last grey night has faded away into the dark of the New
Year’s light, turning into the next year’s delightful day.
BUT WAIT A MINUTE! Gladly that will not be the only time the fairies arrive!
Thus gleefully your sidekick Sherry and pal Perry will likewise sweetly come into your
life spring, summer, fall, and winter too, because whenever you think about them, or
need help, or read their book, they will be there with you!!!
Happily our fairy youths taking you on a wild ride will always be there with you
beginning to end all season through sitting by your side. Thankfully, these warm hearted
tiny tots will never leave you or ever go away, because wise sharing Sherry Bell and
bright guiding Perry Dell will be helping you be polite, nice, and kind every day! And that
means these anytime viewable Best Friend fairies singing their songs, will be with you
all year long making a special hanging around counting calendar, writing down
everything you are doing right, but also morning to night, keeping track of all the things
that you are doing wrong!

Hence you need to know, as long as you have pure innocence of a child’s smart
heart, these are SEE-able fairies keeping up with you! So you may really find Perry and
Sherry in frosty January when the freezing breezes of a cold winter’s day starts to blow
the snowflakes away in swirling play. You might also gaze your lovable Best Friend
cousins from the hot house hours of May, to the bold winds gusting around in
November right after goblins and spooky ghosts have flown alone back to their kooky
haunted homes!
Nonetheless seen or not, no matter the year or time of day, remember again my
dear neat sweet reader friend, these darling fairy cousins Will be with you every hour in
or out of sight, morning, noon, to night, watching over you in the dark or light, making
sure you are doing everything okay and alright!
BUT WAIT AGAIN, my sweet buddy that was not always the case it seems! So,
now as our mystical moment begins together, let’s see where the cute cousins lived
back in the olden golden days of dreams. Yes, let’s hear their story and find out why the
friends have No Wings. Let’s see why Sherry and Perry were not singing. Okay let’s
stop what we are doing, and read this touching tale about a darling fairy’s tail that
comes right from my heart! Let’s do this now, since this is where your happy flight
departs. Then by taking the nice kind wild fairy tale ride turning the page will be where
the lovely Magic takes off, and your story starts !

